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		  ?  semiconductor components industries, llc, 2010 april, 2010  ?  rev. 3 1 publication order number: ncp1652/d ncp1652, NCP1652A high-efficiency single stage power factor correction and step-down controller the ncp1652 is a highly integrated controller for implementing power factor correction (pfc) and isolated step down ac ? dc power conversion in a  single stage, resulting in a lower cost and reduced part count solution. this controller is ideal for notebook adapters, battery chargers and other off ? line applications with power requirements between 75 w and 150 w. the single stage is based on the flyback converter and it is designed to operate in continuous conduction (ccm) or discontinuous conduction (dcm) modes. the ncp1652 increases the system efficiency by incorporating a secondary driver with adjustable nonoverlap delay for controlling a synchronous rectifier switch in the secondary side, an active clamp switch in the primary or both. in addition, the controller features a proprietary soft ? skip ?  to reduce acoustic noise at light loads. other features found in the ncp1652 include a high voltage startup circuit, voltage  feedforward, brown out detector, internal overload timer, latch input and a high accuracy multiplier. features ? dual control outputs with adjustable non overlap delay for driving a synchronous rectifier switch, an active clamp switch or both ? voltage feedforward improves loop response ? frequency jittering reduces emi signature ? proprietary soft ? skip ?  at light loads reduces acoustic noise ? brown out detector ? internal 150 ms fault timer ? independent latch ? off input facilitates implementation of overvoltage and overtemperature fault detectors ? single stage pfc and isolated step down converter ? continuous or discontinuous conduction mode operation ? average current mode control (acmc), fixed frequency operation ? high accuracy multiplier reduces input line harmonics ? adjustable operating frequency from 20 khz to 250 khz ? these are pb ? free devices typical applications ? notebook adapter ? high current battery chargers ? front ends for distributed power systems ? high power solid state lighting so ? 20 wb dw suffix case 751d marking diagrams http://onsemi.com 20 1 ncp1652 awlyywwg a = assembly location wl = wafer lot yy = year ww = work week g = pb ? free package soic ? 16 d suffix case 751b ncp1652g awlyww see detailed ordering and  shipping information in the package dimensions section on p age 32 of this data sheet. ordering information NCP1652Ag awlyww

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 2 17 18 16 15 14 13 12 4 3 5 6 7 8 9 11 10 19 20 2 1 ct ramp comp ac in fb v ff cm nc nc ac comp latch ? off startup nc nc gnd out b out a v cc i spos i avg r delay 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 16 12 11 10 9 (top view ) v ff ct ramp comp ac in fb cm ac comp latch ? off startup v cc i spos r delay i avg 13 out a 15 14 gnd out b so ? 20 wb soic ? 16 figure 1. pin connections

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 3 ac comp ac in startup i spos dual hv start ? up current source v cc management hv current v cc(off) v dd reset start v cc  ok reset v dd gnd v cc latch ? off s r q t latch (delay) blanking reset latch ? + v latch(high) ? + v latch(low) v dd v latch(clamp) ovp comparator otp comparator i latch(shdn) outb outa i avg r delay cm v ff fb ct ramp comp oscillator dc max sawtooth jitter adj. s r q delay adj. ? + gm reference generator ? + v ? to ? i + inverter ? + ? + 21.33k  21.33k  t leb blanking t leb blanking v ? to ? i v ? to ? i 4v ? + + v sskip t sskip start soft ? skip ramp delay ? + + v sskip(tld) terminate ? + + v sskip(sync) ramp comp inst. current b inst. current b inst. current a jitter ramp. comp. adj. ramp comp clock dc max clock dc max delay delay fb ? + + v ovld t ovld enable overload timer r fb v dd fb s r q ovld x 2 counter enable reset ? + + v bo v ff bo out v cc ok bo ovld latch ac error amplifier current sense amplifier pwm comparator pwm skip comparator ac in skip comparator fb skip comparator transient load detect comparator fb overload comparator v ff  brown ? out comparator i latch(clamp) output driver output driver gm + + + figure 2. detailed block diagram v ff

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 4 pin function description pin symbol description 16 pin 20 pin 1 1 c t an external timing capacitor (c t ) sets the oscillator frequency. a sawtooth between 0.2 v and 4 v sets the oscillator frequency and the gain of the multiplier. 2 2 ramp comp a resistor (r rc ) between this pin and ground adjust the amount of ramp compensation that is added to the current signal. ramp compensation is required to prevent subharmonic oscilla- tions. this pin should not be left open. 3 3 ac in the scaled version of the full wave rectified input ac wave is connected to this pin by means of a resistive voltage divider. the line voltage information is used by the multiplier. 4 4 fb an error signal from an external error amplifier circuit is fed to this pin via an optocoupler or other isolation circuit. the fb voltage is a proportional of the load of the converter. if the voltage on the fb pin drops below v sskip  the controller enters soft ? skip ?  to reduce acoustic noise. 5 5 vff feedforward input. a scaled version of the filtered rectified line voltage is applied by means of a resistive divider and an averaging capacitor. the information is used by the reference generat- or to regulate the controller. 6 6 cm multiplier output. a capacitor is connected between this pin and ground to filter the modulated output of the multiplier. 7 nc 8 nc 7 9 ac comp sets the pole for the ac reference amplifier. the reference amplifier compares the low fre- quency component of the input current to the ac reference signal. the response must be slow enough to filter out most of the high frequency content of the current signal that is injected from the current sense amplifier, but fast enough to cause minimal distortion to the line frequency information. the pin should not be left open. 8 10 latch latch ? off input. pulling this pin below 1.0 v (typical) or pulling it above 7.0 v (typical) latches the controller. this input can be used to implement an overvoltage detector, an overtemperature detector or both. refer to figure 69 for a typical implementation. 9 11 rdelay a resistor between this pin and ground sets the non ? overlap time delay between outa and outb. the delay is adjusted to prevent cross conduction between the primary mosfet and synchronous rectification mosfet or optimize the resonant transition in an active clamp stage. 10 12 i avg an external resistor and capacitor connected from this terminal to ground, to set and stabilizes the gain of the current sense amplifier output that drives the ac error amplifier. 11 13 i spos positive current sense input. connects to the positive side of the current sense resistor. 12 14 v cc positive input supply. this pin connects to an external capacitor for energy storage. an internal current source supplies current from the startup pin v cc . once the voltage on v cc  reaches approximately 15.3 v, the current source turns off and the outputs are enabled. the drivers are disabled once v cc  reaches approximately 10.3 v. if v cc  drops below 0.85 v (typical), the star- tup current is reduced to less than 500   a. 13 15 outa drive output for the main flyback power mosfet or igbt. outa has a source resistance of 13    (typical) and a sink resistance of 8    (typical). 14 16 outb secondary output of the pwm controller. it can be used to drive synchronous rectifier, and active clamp switch, or both. outb has source and sink resistances of 22    (typical) and 11 (typical), respectively. 15 17 gnd ground reference for the circuit. 18 nc 19 nc 16 20 hv connect the rectified input line voltage directly to this pin to enable the internal startup regulator. a constant current source supplies current from this pin to the capacitor connected to the v cc pin, eliminating the need for a startup resistor. the charge current is typically 5.5 ma. maximum input voltage is 500 v.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 5 maximum ratings  (notes 1 and 2) rating symbol value unit start_up input voltage start_up input current v hv i hv ? 0.3 to 500  100 v ma power supply input voltage power supply input current v cc i cc ? 0.3 to 20  100 v ma latch input voltage latch input current v latch i latch ? 0.3 to 10  100 v ma outa pin voltage outa pin current v outa i outa ? 0.3 to 20  1.0 v a outb pin voltage outb pin current v outb i outb ? 0.3 to 20  600 v ma all other pins voltage all other pins current ? 0.3 to 6.5  100 v ma thermal resistance, junction ? to ? air 0.1 in? copper 0.5 in? copper  ja 130 110  c/w thermal resistance, junction ? to ? lead r jl 50  c/w maximum power dissipation @ t a  = 25  c p max 0.77 w operating temperature range t j ? 40 to 125  c storage temperature range t stg ? 55 to 150  c stresses exceeding maximum ratings may damage the device. maximum ratings are stress ratings only. functional operation above t he recommended  operating conditions is not implied. extended exposure to stresses above the recommended operating conditions may af fect device reliability. 1. this device series contains esd protection and exceeds the following tests: 16 pin package: pin 1 ? 15:  human body model 2000 v per jedec standard jesd22, method a114. machine model 200 v per jedec standard jesd22, method a115. pin 16 is the high voltage startup of the device and is rated to the maximum rating of the part, 500 v. 20 pin package: pin 1 ? 19: human body model 2000 v per jedec standard jesd22, method a114. machine model 200 v per jedec standard jesd22, method a115. pin 20 is the high voltage startup of the device and it is rated to the maximum rating of the part, or 500 v. 2. this device contains latchup protection and exceeds   100 ma per jedec standard jesd78.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 6 figure 3. typical application schematic ct ramp comp ac in fb vff cm ac comp latch hv gnd outb outa vcc ispos iavg rdelay ncp1652 emi filter ntc latch vcc fb fb latch vcc 1 10 11 + _ + +

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 7 electrical characteristics  (v cc  = 15 v, v ac   in  = 3.8 v, v fb  = 2.0 v, v ff  = 2.4 v, v latch  = open, v ispos  =  ? 100 mv, c outa  = 1 nf, c t  = 470 pf, c iavg  = 0.27 nf, c latch  = 0.1 nf, c m  = 10 nf, r iavg  = 76.8 k  , r delay  = 49.9 k  , c outb  = 330 pf, r rc  = 43 k  , for typical value t j  = 25  c, for min/max values t j  =  ? 40  c to 125  c, unless otherwise noted) parameter test condition symbol min typ max unit oscillator frequency f osc 90 100 110 khz frequency modulation in percentage of f osc ? 6.8 ? % frequency modulation period ? 6.8 ? ms ramp peak voltage v ct(peak) ? 4.0 ? v ramp valley voltage v ct(valley) ? 0.10 ? v maximum duty ratio r delay  = open d 94 ? ? % ramp compensation peak voltage v rcomp(peak) ? 4 ? v ac error amplifier input offset voltage (note 3) ramp i avg , v fb  = 0 v acv io 40 ? mv error amplifier transconductance g m ? 100 ?  s source current v ac   comp  = 2.0 v, v ac   in  = 2.0 v,  v ff  = 1.0 v i ea(source) 25 70 ?  a sink current v ac   comp  = 2.0 v, v a   c_in  = 2.0 v,  v ff  = 5.0 v i ea(sink) ? 25 ? 70 ?  a current amplifier input bias current v ispos  = 0 v cai bias 40 53 80  a input offset voltage v ac   comp  = 5.0 v, v ispos  = 0 v cav io ? 20 0 20 mv current limit threshold force outa high, v ac   comp   = 3.0 v, ramp v ispos , v ramp_comp  = open v ilim 0.695 0.74 0.77 v leading edge blanking duration t leb ? 200 ? ns bandwidth ? 1.5 ? mhz pwm output voltage gain pwmk  4 (v ilim  c avio ) pwmk 4.0 5.3 6.0 v/v current limit voltage gain (see current sense section) isvk  v (avg) vi spos isvk 15.4 18.5 23 v/v reference generator reference generator gain k  v ac_ref  v ff 2 v fb  v ac_in k ? 0.55 ? v reference generator output voltage (low input ac line and full load) v ac   in  = 1.2 v, v ff  = 0.765 v, v fb  = 4 v rg out1 3.61 4.36 4.94 vpk reference generator output voltage (high input ac line and full load) v ac   in  = 3.75 v, v ff  = 2.39 v, v fb  = 4.0 v rg out2 1.16 1.35 1.61 vpk reference generator output voltage (low input as line and minimum load) v ac   in  = 1.2 v, v ff  = 0.765 v, v fb  = 2.0 v rg out3 1.85 2.18 2.58 vpk reference generator output voltage (high input ac line and minimum load) v ac   in  = 3.75 v, v ff  = 2.39 v, v fb  = 2.0 v rg out4 0.55 0.65 0.78 vpk reference generator output offset voltage rg offset ? 100 ? 100 mv 3. guaranteed by design

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 8 electrical characteristics  (v cc  = 15 v, v ac   in  = 3.8 v, v fb  = 2.0 v, v ff  = 2.4 v, v latch  = open, v ispos  =  ? 100 mv, c outa  = 1 nf, c t  = 470 pf, c iavg  = 0.27 nf, c latch  = 0.1 nf, c m  = 10 nf, r iavg  = 76.8 k  , r delay  = 49.9 k  , c outb  = 330 pf, r rc  = 43 k  , for typical value t j  = 25  c, for min/max values t j  =  ? 40  c to 125  c, unless otherwise noted) parameter unit max typ min symbol test condition ac input input bias current into reference multiplier & current compensation amplifier i ac   in(ib) ? 0.01 ?  a drive outputs a and b drive resistance (thermally limited) outa sink outa source outb sink outb source v outa  = 1 v i outa  = 100 ma v outb  = 1 v i outb  = 100 ma r snk1 r src1 r snk2 r src2 ? ? ? ? 8 10.8 10 21 18 24 22 44  rise time (10% to 90%) outa outb t r1 t r2 ? ? 40 25 ? ? ns fall time (90% to 10%) outa outb t f1 t f2 ? ? 20 10 ? ? ns drv low voltage outa outb i outa  = 100   a i outb  = 100   a v outa(low) v outb(low) ? ? 1.0 1.0 100 100 mv non ? overlap adjustable delay range (note 3) t delay(range) 0.08 ? 2.8  s non ? overlap adjustable delay leading trailing measured at 50% of v out ,  c outa  = c outb  = 100 pf outa rising to outb falling outb rising to outa falling t delay(lead) t delay(trail) 250 250 450 420 550 550 ns non ? overlap adjustable delay matching outa rising to outb falling or outb rising to outa falling t delay(match) ? ? 55 % soft ? skip  skip synchronization to ac line voltage threshold v acin  increasing, v fb  = 1.5 v v sskip(sync) 210 267 325 mv skip synchronization to ac line voltage threshold hysteresis v acin  decreasing v sskip (synchys) ? 40 ? mv skip ramp period (note 3) t sskip ? 2.5 ? ms skip voltage threshold ncp1652 NCP1652A v sskip 1.04 0.36 1.24 0.41 1.56 0.46 v skip voltage hysteresis v sskip(hys) 45 90 140 mv skip transient load detect threshold (note 3) v sskip(tld)  = v sskip  +0.55 v v sskip(tld) ? 1.75 ? v feedback input pull ? up current source v fb = 0.5 v i fb 600 750 920  a pull ? up resistor r fb ? 6.7 ? k  open circuit voltage v fb(open) 5.3 5.7 6.3 v startup and supply circuits supply voltage startup threshold minimum operating voltage logic reset voltage v cc  increasing v cc  decreasing v cc  decreasing v cc(on) v cc(off) v cc(reset) 14.3 9.3 ? 15.4 10.2 7.0 16.3 11.3 ? v inhibit threshold voltage v hv  = 40 v, i inhibit  = 500   a v inhibit ? 0.83 1.15 v 3. guaranteed by design

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 9 electrical characteristics  (v cc  = 15 v, v ac   in  = 3.8 v, v fb  = 2.0 v, v ff  = 2.4 v, v latch  = open, v ispos  =  ? 100 mv, c outa  = 1 nf, c t  = 470 pf, c iavg  = 0.27 nf, c latch  = 0.1 nf, c m  = 10 nf, r iavg  = 76.8 k  , r delay  = 49.9 k  , c outb  = 330 pf, r rc  = 43 k  , for typical value t j  = 25  c, for min/max values t j  =  ? 40  c to 125  c, unless otherwise noted) parameter unit max typ min symbol test condition startup and supply circuits inhibit bias current v hv  = 40 v, v cc  = 0.8 * v inhibit i inhibit 40 - 500  a minimum startup voltage i start  = 0.5 ma, v cc  = v cc(on)  ? 0.5 v v start(min) ? ? 40 v startup current v cc  = v cc(on)  ? 0.5 v, v fb  = open i start 3.0 5.62 8.0 ma off ? state leakage current v hv  = 400 v, t j  = 25  c t j  =  ? 40  c to 125  c i hv(off) ? ? 17 15 40 80  a supply current device disabled (overload) device switching v fb  = open f osc     100 khz i cc1 i cc2 ? ? 0.72 6.25 1.2 7.2 ma fault protection overload timer t ovld 120 162 360 ms overload detect threshold v ovld 4.7 4.9 5.2 v brown ? out detect threshold (entering fault mode) v ff  decreasing, v fb  = 2.5 v, v ac   in  = 2.0 v v bo(low) 0.41 0.45 0.49 v brown ? out exit threshold (exiting fault mode) v ff  increasing, v fb  = 2.5 v, v ac   in  = 2.0 v v bo(high) 0.57 0.63 0.69 v brown ? out hysteresis v bo(hys) ? 174 ? mv latch input pull ? down latch voltage threshold v latch  decreasing v latch(low) 0.9 0.98 1.1 v pull ? up latch voltage threshold v latch  increasing v latch(high) 5.6 7.0 8.4 v latch propagation delay v latch  =   v latch(high) t latch(delay) 30 56 90  s latch clamp current (going out) v latch  = 1.5 v i latch(clamp) 42 51 58  a latch clamp voltage (i latch  going in) i latch  = 50   a v latch(clamp) 2.5 3.27 4.5 v latch ? off current shutdown (going in) v latch  increasing i latch(shdn) ? 95 ?  a 3. guaranteed by design

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 10 figure 4. oscillator frequency (f osc ) vs. junction temperature 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 5. oscillator   frequency modulation in percentage of f osc  vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 6. oscillator frequency modulation period vs. junction temperature 3.8 3.85 3.9 3.95 4.0 4.05 4.1 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 7. ramp peak voltage vs. junction temperature v ct(peak) , oscillator ramp peak voltage (v) 90 92 94 96 98 100 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 d, maximum duty ratio (%) figure 8. maximum duty ratio vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 15 0 3.8 3.85 3.9 3.95 4.0 4.05 4.1 t j , junction temperature (  c) v comp(peak) , ramp comp peak voltage (v) figure 9. ramp compensation peak voltage vs. junction temperature 90 95 100 105 110 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) f osc , oscillator frequency (khz) oscillator frequency modulation period (ms) oscillator frequency modulation (%)

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 11 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) i ea(source) , error amplifier source current (  a) figure 10. error amplifier source current vs. junction temperature 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 11. error amplifier sink current vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) i ea(sink) , error amplifier sink current (  a) 40.0 42.5 45.0 47.5 50.0 52.5 55.0 57.5 60.0 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 12. current amplifier input bias current vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) cav bias , current amplifier input bias current (  a) 700 710 720 730 740 750 760 770 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 13. current limit threshold vs. junction temperature v ilim , current limit threshold (mv) 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) pwmk, pwm voltage gain (v/v) figure 14. pwm output voltage gain vs. junction temperature

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 12 figure 15. oscillator cs limit voltage gain vs. junction temperature 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) isvk, current limit voltage gain (v/v) 0.25 0.75 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.75 5.25 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 16. oscillator reference generator output voltage vs. junction temperature r gout , reference generator output voltage (v) r gout1 r gout3 r gout2 r gout4 4.0 6.0 8.0 10 12 14 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) r snk1 , outa sink drive resistance (  ) figure 17. outa sink resistance  vs. junction temperature 6.0 8.0 10 12 14 16 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 18. outa source drive resistance vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) r src1 , outa source resistance (  ) 6.0 8.0 10 12 14 16 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 19. outb sink resistance  vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) r snk2 , outb sink drive resistance (  ) v cc  = 15 v 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) r src2 , outb source resistance (  ) v cc  = 15 v ci = 100 pf figure 20. outb source drive resistance vs. junction temperature

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 13 t j , junction temperature (  c) v outa(low) , outa low voltage (mv) figure 21. outa low voltage vs. junction temperature 60 80 100 120 140 160 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 22. outb low voltage vs. junction temperature v outb (low), outb low voltage (mv) 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 23. non ? overlap adjustable delay vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) t delay , non ? overlap adjustable delay (ns) outb rising to outa falling outa rising to outb falling 1 3 5 7 9 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 24. non ? overlap adjustable delay matching vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) t delay , non ? overlap adjustable delay matching (%) 200 220 240 260 280 300 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 25. skip synchronization to ac line voltage threshold vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) v sskip(sync) , skip sync to ac line voltage threshold (mv) 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v sskip , skip voltage threshold (v) figure 26. skip voltage threshold vs. junction temperature 30 50 70 90 110 130 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 14 80 85 90 95 100 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 27. skip voltage hysteresis vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) v sskip , skip voltage hysteresis (mv) 680 705 730 755 780 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) i fb , feedback pull ? up current source (  a) figure 28. feedback pull ? up current source vs. junction temperature 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 v fb(open) , feedback open circuit voltage (v) t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 29. feedback open circuit voltage vs. junction temperature 14.75 14.95 15.15 15.35 15.55 15.75 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v cc(on) , startup threshold (v) figure 30. startup threshold vs. junction temperature 9.5 9.7 9.9 10.1 10.3 10.5 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 31. minimum operating voltage vs. junction temperature v cc(off) , minimum operating voltage (v) t j , junction temperature (  c)

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 15 figure 32. inhibit threshold voltage vs. junction temperature 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v inhibit , inhibit threshold voltage (v) 250 270 290 310 330 350 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 i inhibit , inhibit bias current (  a) t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 33. inhibit bias current vs. junction temperature 22.0 22.5 23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 v startup(min) , minimum startup voltage (v) t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 34. minimum startup voltage vs. junction temperature v cc  =  v cc   ?  0.5 v i start  = 0.5 ma 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 15 0 t j , junction temperature (  c) i start , startup current (ma) figure 35. startup current vs. junction temperature 10 15 20 25 30 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 36. off ? state leakage current  vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) i hv(off) , off ? state leakage current (  a) 650 675 700 725 750 775 800 825 850 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 15 0 t j , junction temperature (  c) figure 37. supply current device disabled (overload) vs. junction temperature i cc1 , supply current device disabled (  a)

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 16 5.75 5.95 6.15 6.35 6.55 6.75 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) i cc2 , supply current device switching  (ma) figure 38. supply current device switching vs. junction temperature 100 120 140 160 180 200 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 39. overload timer vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) t ovld , overload timer (ms) 4.5 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.5 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v ovld , overload detect threshold  (v) figure 40. overload detect threshold vs. junction temperature 400 420 440 460 480 500 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 41. brown ? out detect threshold vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) v bo(low) , brown ? out detect threshold (mv) 600 610 620 630 640 650 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 v bo(high) , brown ? out exit threshold (mv) figure 42. brown ? out exit threshold vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) 160 165 170 175 180 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v bo(hys) , brown ? out hysteresis (mv) figure 43. brown ? out hysteresis vs. junction temperature

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 17 900 920 940 960 980 1000 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 v latch(low) , latch pull ? down voltage threshold (mv) figure 44. latch pull ? down voltage threshold vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) v cc ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 t j , junction temperature (  c) v latch(low_hys) , latch pull ? up threshold (v) figure 45. latch pull ? up threshold vs. junction temperature 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 46. latch pull ? up voltage threshold vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) v latch(lhigh) , latch pull ? up voltage threshold (v) 50 52 54 56 58 60 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v latch(delay) , latch propagation delay (  s) figure 47. latch propagation delay vs. junction temperature 50 51 52 53 54 55 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 figure 48. latch clamp current vs. junction temperature t j , junction temperature (  c) i latch(clamp) , latch clamp current (  a)

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 18 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v latch(clamp) , latch clamp voltage (v) figure 49. latch clamp voltage vs. junction temperature 90 92 94 96 98 100 ? 50 ? 25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 t j , junction temperature (  c) v latch(shdn) , latch ? off current shutdown (  a) figure 50. latch ? off current shutdown vs. junction temperature

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 19 detailed device description introduction the ncp1652 is a  highly  integrated controller combining pfc and an isolated step down ac ? dc power conversion in a single stage, resulting in a lower cost and reduced part count solution. this controller is ideal for notebook adapters, battery chargers and other off ? line applications with power  requirements between 75 w and 150 w  with an output voltage greater than 12 v. the single stage is based on the flyback converter and it is designed to operate in ccm or dcm modes. power factor correction (pfc) introduction power factor correction shapes the input current of off ? line power supplies to maximize the real power available from the mains. ideally, the electrical appliance should  present a load that emulates a pure resistor, in which case  the reactive power drawn by the device is zero. inherent in this scenario is the freedom from input current harmonics. the current is a perfect replica of the input voltage (usually a sine wave) and is exactly in phase with it. in this case the current drawn from the mains is at a minimum for the real power required to perform the needed work, and this minimizes losses and costs associated not only with the distribution of  the power, but also with the generation of the power and the capital equipment involved in the process. the freedom from harmonics also minimizes interference with other devices being powered from the same source. another  reason to employ pfc in many of today?s power supplies is to comply with regulatory requirements. today, electrical equipment in europe must comply with the european  norm en61000 ? 3 ? 2. this requirement applies to most electrical appliances with input power of 75 w or greater, and it specifies the maximum amplitude of line ? frequency harmonics up to and including the 39 th harmonic. while this requirement is not yet in place in the us, power supply manufacturers attempting to sell products worldwide are designing for compliance with this requirement. typical power supply with pfc a typical power supply consists of a boost pfc preregulator creating an intermediate   400 v bus and an isolated dc ? dc converter producing the desired output voltage as shown in figure 51. this architecture has two power stages. figure 51. typical two stage power converter rectifier & filter pfc preregulator dc ? dc converter with isolator ac input v out a two stage architecture allows optimization of each individual power stage. it is commonly used because of designer familiarity and a vast range of available components. but,  because it processes the power twice, the search is  always on for a more  compact and power  efficient solution. the ncp1652 controller offers the convenience of shrinking the front ? end converter (pfc preregulator) and the dc ? dc converter into a single power processing stage as shown in figure 52. figure 52. single stage power converter rectifier & filter ncp1652 based single ? stage flyback converter ac input v out this  approach significantly reduces the component count. the ncp1652 based solution requires only one each of mosfet, magnetic element, output rectifier (low voltage) and output capacitor (low voltage). in contrast, the 2 ? stage solution requires two or more of the above ? listed components. elimination of certain high ? voltage components (e.g. high voltage capacitor and high voltage pfc diode) has significant impact on the system design. the resultant  cost savings and reliability improvement are often worth the effort of designing a new converter. single pfc stage while the single stage offers certain benefits, it is important to  recognize that it is not a recommended solution for all requirements. the following three limitations apply to the single stage approach: ? the output voltage ripple will have a 2x line frequency component (120 hz for north american applications) that can not be eliminated easily. the cause of this ripple is the elimination of the energy storage element that is typically the boost output capacitor in the 2 ? stage solution. the only way to reduce the ripple is to increase the output filter capacitance. the required value of capacitance is inversely proportional to the output voltage ? hence this approach is not recommended for low voltage outputs such as 3.3 v or 5 v. however, if there is a follow ? on dc ? dc converter stage or a battery after the single stage converter, the low frequency ripple should not cause any concerns. ? the hold ? up time will not be as good as the 2 ? stage approach ? again due to the lack of an intermediate energy storage element. ? in a single stage converter, one fet processes all the power ? that is both a benefit and a limitation as the stress on that main mosfet is relatively higher. similarly, the magnetic component (flyback transformer/inductor) can not be optimized as well as in

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 20 the 2 ? stage solution. as a result, potentially higher leakage inductance induces higher voltage spikes (like the one shown in figure 53) on the mosfet drain. this may require a mosfet with a higher voltage rating compared to similar dc ? input flyback applications. figure 53. typical drain voltage waveform of a flyback main switch there  are a few methods to clamp the voltage spike on the main switch, a resistor ? capacitor ? diode (rcd) clamp, a transient  voltage suppressor (tvs) or an active clamp using a mosfet and capacitor can be used as shown in figures 54 to 56. r rcd clamp v out figure 54. rcd clamp v in c d tvs tvs clamp v out figure 55. tvs clamp v in active clamp v out figure 56. active clamp v in the first two methods result in dissipation of the leakage energy in the clamping circuits ? the dissipation is proportional to li 2  where l is the leakage inductance of the transformer and i is the peak of the switch current at turn ? off. an rdc snubber is simple and has the lowest cost, but constantly dissipates power. a tvs provides good voltage clamping at a slightly higher cost and dissipates power only when the drain voltage exceeds the voltage rating of the tvs. the active clamp circuit provides an intriguing alternative to the other methods. it requires addition of a mosfet and a high voltage capacitor as part of the active clamp circuit, thus adding complexity,  but it results in a complete reuse of the leakage inductance energy. as a result, the transformer construction is no longer critical and one can use cheaper cost solution. also, the active clamp circuit reduces the voltage stress on the primary switch and that can lead to usage of lower cost or lower on resistance (r ds(on) ) mosfet. finally, the turn ? on switching losses are eliminated because the active clamp circuit allows the discharge of the mosfet c oss  capacitance prior to the turn ? on. the energy stored in the leakage inductance is utilized for this transition. in many applications, the added complexity of the active clamp circuit may not be justified. however, the outb of the ncp1652 is also usable for another purpose, synchronous rectification control. synchronous rectification for flyback converters is an emerging requirement  for flyback converters. the outb signal from ncp1652 is ideal for interfacing with a secondary side synchronous  rectifier controller such as ncp4303 as shown in figure 57. as shown in figure 57, using the outb (coupled through pulse transformer or y ? capacitor) as a trigger for the  ncp4303 allows  guaranteed turn ? off of the secondary side synchronous mosfet prior to turn ? on of the primary switch. in any ccm flyback converter, this is a critical requirement to prevent cross ? conduction and ncp1652 and ncp4303 combination is the first such chipset that guarantees the operation without cross ? conduction.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 21 ncp4303 trig ncp1652 outb outa drv figure 57. ncp1652 and ncp4302 based single stage pfc with synchronous rectification. v in v out the ncp1652 incorporates a secondary driver, outb, with adjustable non overlap delay for controlling a synchronous  rectifier switch in the secondary side, an active clamp switch in the primary or both. in addition, the controller features a proprietary soft ? skip ?  to reduce acoustic noise at light loads. other features found in the ncp1652 include a high voltage startup circuit, voltage feedforward, brown out detector, internal overload timer, latch input and a high accuracy multiplier. ncp1652 pfc loop the ncp1652 incorporates a modified version of average current mode control used for achieving the unity power factor. the pfc section includes a variable reference generator, a low frequency voltage regulation error amplifier (ac error amp), ramp compensation (ramp comp) and current shaping network. these blocks are shown in  the lower portion of the bock diagram (figure 51). the inputs to the reference generator include feedback signal (fb), scaled ac input signal (ac_in) and feedforward input (v ff ). the output of the reference generator is a  rectified version of the input sine ? wave scaled by the fb and v ff  values. the reference amplitude is proportional to the fb and inversely proportional to the square of the v ff . this, for higher load levels and/or lower input voltage, the signal would be higher. the function of the ac error amp is to force the average current output of the current sense amplifier to match the reference generator output. the output of the ac error amplifier  is compensated to prevent response to fast events. this  output (v error ) is fed  into the pwm comparator through a reference buffer. the  pwm comparator sums the v error  and the instantaneous current and compares it to a 4.0 v threshold to provide the desired duty cycle control. ramp compensation is  also added to the input signal to allow ccm operation above 50% duty cycle. high voltage startup circuit the ncp1652 internal high voltage startup circuit eliminates the need for external startup components and provides a faster startup time compared to an external startup resistor. the startup circuit consists of a constant current source that supplies current from the hv pin to the supply capacitor  on the v cc  pin (c cc ). the startup current (i start ) is typically 5.5 ma. the outa and outb drivers are enabled and the startup current source is disabled once the v cc  voltage reaches v cc(on) , typically 15.3 v. the controller is then biased by the v cc  capacitor. the  drivers are disabled if v cc  decays to its minimum operating threshold (v cc(off) ) typically 10.3 v. upon reaching v cc(off)  the gate drivers are disabled. the v cc  capacitor should be sized such v cc  is kept above v cc(off)   while the auxiliary voltage is building up. otherwise, the system will not start. the controller operates in double hiccup mode while in overload or v cc(off) . a double hiccup fault disables the drivers,  sets the controller in a low current mode and allows v cc  to discharge to v cc(off) . this cycle is repeated twice to minimize power dissipation in external components during a fault event. figure 58 shows double hiccup mode operation.  a soft ? start sequence is initiated the second time v cc  reaches v cc(on) . if the controller is latched upon reaching v cc(on) , the controller stays in hiccup mode. during this mode, v cc  never drops below v cc(reset) , the controller  logic reset level. this prevents latched faults to be cleared unless power to the controller is completely removed (i.e. unplugging the supply from the ac line).

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 22 figure 58. v cc  double hiccup operation with a fault occurring while the startup circuit is disabled fault timer (internal) outa overload applied t t t t ovld v cc(off) v cc(on) v cc an internal supervisory circuit monitors the v cc  voltage to prevent the controller from dissipating excessive power if the v cc  pin is accidentally grounded. a lower level current source (i inhibit ) charges c cc  from 0 v to v inhibit , typically 0.85 v. once v cc  exceeds v inhibit , the startup current source is enabled. this behavior is illustrated in figure 59. this slightly increases the total time to charge v cc , but it is generally not noticeable. figure 59. startup current at various v cc  levels the rectified ac line voltage is provided to the power stage to achieve accurate pfc. filtering the rectified ac line voltage with a large bulk capacitor distorts the pfc in a single  stage pfc converter. a peak charger is needed to bias the hv pin as shown in figure 60. otherwise, the hv pin follows the ac line and the startup circuit is disabled every time the ac line voltage approaches 0 v. the v cc  capacitor is sized to bias the controller during power up.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 23 ncp1652 hv outa peak charger figure 60. peak charger v in v out the startup circuit is rated at a maximum voltage of 500 v. power dissipation should be controlled to avoid exceeding the maximum power dissipation of the controller. if dissipation on the controller is excessive, a resistor can be placed in series with the hv pin. this will reduce power dissipation on the controller and transfer it to the series resistor. drive outputs the ncp1652 has out off phase output drivers with an adjustable non ? overlap delay (t d ). the main output, outa, drives the primary mosfet.  the secondary output, outb, is designed to provide a logic signal used to control a synchronous rectification switch in the secondary side, an active clamp switch  in the primary or both. the outputs are biased directly from v cc  and their high state voltage is approximately v cc . outa has a source resistance of 13    (typical) and a sink resistance of 8.0    (typical) outb has a source resistance 22    (typical) and a sink resistance of 10    (typical).  outb is a purposely sized smaller than outa because the gate charge of an active switch or logic used with synchronous rectification is usually less than that of the primary mosfet. if a  higher drive capability is required, an external discrete driver can be used. the drivers are enabled once v cc  reaches v cc(on)  and there are no faults present. they are disabled once v cc discharges to v cc(off) . outb is always the last pulse generated when the outputs are disabled due to a fault (latch ? off, v cc(off) , overload, or brown ? out). the last pulse terminates at the end of the clock cycle. this ensures the active clamp capacitor is reset. the high current drive capability of outa and outb may generate voltage spikes  during switch transitions due to parasitic board inductance. shortening the connection length between the drivers and their loads and using wider connections will  reduce inductance ? induce spikes. adjustable dead time outa and outb have an adjustable dead time between transitions to prevent simultaneous conduction of the main and synchronous rectifier or active clamp mosfets. the delay is also used to optimize the turn ? off transition of the active clamp switch to achieve zero ? volt switching of the main switch in an active clamp topology. figure 61 shows the timing relationship between outa and outb. figure 61. timing relationship between outa and outb. t delay (lead) outa outb t delay (trail) the dead time between outa and outb is adjusted by connecting a resistor, r d , from the r d  pin to ground. the overlap delay is proportional to r d . the delay time can be set between 80 ns and 1.8    s using the formula: t delay (in ns)  8.0  r delay (in k  )with r delay varying between 10 k  and 230 k  ac error amplifier and buffer the ac error amplifier (ea) shapes the input current into a high quality sine wave by forcing the filtered input current to follow the output of the reference generator. the output of the reference generator is a full wave rectified ac signal and it is applied to the non inverting input of the ea. the filtered input current, i in , is the current sense signal at the

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 24 ispos pin multiplied by the current sense amplifier gain. it is applied to the inverting input of the ac ea. the ac ea is a transconductance amplifier. a transconductance amplifier generates an output current proportional to its differential input voltage. this amplifier has a nominal gain of 100    s (or 0.0001 a/v). that is, an input  voltage difference of 10 mv causes the output current to change by 1.0    a. the ac ea has typical source and sink currents of 70    a. the filtered input  current is  a high frequency signal. a low frequency  pole forces the average input current to follow the reference generator output. a pole-zero pair is created by placing a (r comp ) and capacitor (c comp ) series combination at  the output of the ac ea. the ac comp pin provides access to the ac ea output. the output of the ac ea is inverted and converted into a current using a second transconductance amplifier. the output of the inverting transconductance amplifier is v acea(buffer).  figure 62 shows the circuit schematic of the ac ea buffer. the  ac ea buffer  output current, i acea(out) , is given by equation 1. ac comp ac error amplifier gm ? + ? + 37.33k  ? + vdd 21.33k  x 4 2.8v + to pwm comparator g m  = 100  s figure 62. ac ea buffer amplifier v ac_ref r iavg i avg r ac_comp i acea(out) i acea(out)  	 2.8  v acea 37.33k 
  4 (eq. 1) the voltage at the pwn non-inverting input is determined by i acea(out) , the instantaneous switch current along and the ramp compensation current. outa is terminated once the voltage at the pwm non-inverting input reaches 4 v. current sense amplifier a voltage proportional to the main switch current is applied to the  current sense input, is pos . the current sense amplifier is a wide bandwidth amplifier with a differential input. the current sense amplifier has two outputs, pwm output and i av g  output. the pwm output is the instantaneous  switch current which is filtered by the internal leading  edge blanking (leb) circuitry prior to applying it to the pwm comparator non inverting input. the second output is a filtered current signal resembling the average value of the input current. figure 63 shows the internal architecture of the current sense amplifier.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 25 ? + t leb blanking t leb blanking inst. current b inst. current a current sense amplifier g m   = 250  s to pwm comparator to pwm skip comparator to ac error amplifier figure 63. current sense amplifier v iavg r iavg r cs g m i avg i spos i p caution should be exercised when designing a filter between the current sense resistor and the is pos  input, due to the low impedance of this amplifier. any series resistance due to a filter creates a voltage offset (v os ) due to its input bias current, ca ibias . the input bias current is typically 60   a. the voltage offset is given by equation 2. v os  ca ibias  r external (eq. 2) the offset  adds a positive of fset to the current sense signal. the ac error amplifier will then try to compensate for the average  output current which appears never to go to zero and cause additional zero crossing distortion. a voltage proportional to the main switch current is applied to  the is pos  pin. the is pos  pin voltage is converted into a current, i 1 , and internally mirrored. two internal currents are  generated, i cs  and i av g . i cs  is a high frequency signal  which is a replica of the instantaneous switch current. i av g  is a low frequency signal. the relationship between v ispos  and i cs  and i av g  is given by equation 3. i cs  i in  v ispos 4k (eq. 3) the pwm output delivers current to the positive input of the pwm input where it is added to the ac ea and ramp compensation signal. the i av g  output generates a voltage signal to a buffer amplifier. this voltage signal  is the product of i av g  and an external r iavg  resistor filtered by the capacitor on the i av g pin, c iavg . the pole frequency,  f p , set by c iavg  should be significantly below the switching frequency to remove the high frequency content. but, high enough to not to cause significant distortion to the input full wave rectified sinewave waveform. a properly filtered average current signal has twice the line frequency. equation 4 shows the relationship between c iavg  (in nf) and  f p  (in khz). c iavg  1 2    r iavg  f p (eq. 4)

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 26 the gain of the low frequency current buffer is set by the resistor at  the i av g  pin, r iavg . r iavg  sets the scaling factor between the primary peak and primary average currents. the gain of the current sense amplifier, a ca , is given by equation 5. a ca  ri avg 4k (eq. 5) the current sense signal is prone to leading edge spikes during the main switch turn on due to parasitic capacitance and inductance. this  spike may cause incorrect operation of the pwm comparator. filtering  the current sense  signal will inevitably change the shape of the current pulse. the ncp1652 incorporates leb circuitry to block the first 200 ns (typical) of each current pulse. this removes the leading edge spikes without altering the current signal waveform. oscillator the oscillator controls  the switching frequency,  f , the jitter frequency  and the gain of the multiplier. the oscillator ramp is generated by charging the timing capacitor on the ct pin, c t , with a 200   a current source. this current source is tightly controlled during manufacturing to achieve a controlled and repeatable oscillator frequency. the current source turns off and c t  is immediately discharged with a pull  down transistor once the oscillator ramp reaches its peak voltage, v ct(peak) , typically 4.0 v. the pull down transistor turns off and the charging current source turns on once the oscillator ramp reaches its valley voltage, v ct(valley) . figure 64 shows the resulting oscillator ramp and control circuitry. ? + to pwm comparator to pwm skip comparator vdd vdd x 1.2 4.0 v / 0.1 v + ? + oscillator figure 64. oscillator ramp and control circuitry i avg r iavg c t c t the relationship between the oscillator frequency in khz and timing capacitor in pf is given by equation 6. c t  47000 f (eq. 6) a low frequency oscillator modulates the switching frequency, reducing the controller emi signature and allowing the use of a smaller emi filter. the frequency modulation or jitter is typically   5% of the oscillator frequency.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 27 output overload the feedback  voltage, v fb , is directly proportional to the output power of the converter. an internal 6.7 k   resistor pulls ? up the fb voltage to the internal 6.5 v reference. an external optocoupler pulls down the fb voltage to regulate the output voltage of the system. the optocoupler is off during power up and output overload conditions allowing the fb voltage to reach its maximum level. the ncp1652 monitors the fb voltage to detect an overload condition. a typical startup time of a single pfc stage converter is around 100 ms. if the converter is out of regulation  (fb voltage exceeds 5.0 v) for more that 150 ms (typical)  the drivers are disabled and the controller enters the double hiccup mode to reduce the average power dissipation. a new startup sequence is initiated after the double  hiccup is complete. this protection feature is critical to reduce power during an output short condition. soft ? skip ?  cycle mode the fb voltage reduces as the output power demand of the converter reduces. once v fb  drops below the skip threshold, v sskip , 1.30 v (typical) the drivers are disabled. the skip comparator hysteresis is typically 180 mv. the converter output voltage starts to decay because no additional output power is delivered. as the output voltage decreases the feedback voltage increases to maintain the output voltage in regulation. this mode of operation is known as  skip mode. the skip mode frequency is dependent of load loop gain and output capacitance and can create audible noise due to mechanical resonance in the transformer and snubber capacitor. a proprietary soft ? skip ?  mode reduces audible noise by slowly increasing the primary peak current until it reaches its maximum  value. the minimum skip ramp period, t sskip , is 2.5 ms. figure 65 shows the relationship between v fb , v sskip  and the primary current. figure 65. soft ? skip   operation. skip  mode operation is s ynchronous of the ac line voltage. the ncp1652 disables soft ? skip ?  when the rectified ac line voltage drops to its valley level. this ensures the primary current always ramp up reducing audible noise. a skip event occurring as the ac line voltage is decreasing, causes the primary peak current to ramp down instead of ramp  up. once the skip period is over the primary current is only  determined by the ac line voltage. a soft ? skip ?  event terminates once the ac ? in pin voltage decreases below 260 mv. a new soft ? skip ?  period starts once the voltage on the ac ? in pin increases to 260 mv. an increase in output load current terminates a soft ? skip ?  event. a transient load detector terminates a soft ? skip ?  period once v fb  voltage exceeds v sskip  by more than 550 mv. this ensures the required output power is delivered during a load transient and the output voltage does not fall out of regulation. figure 66 shows the relationship between soft ? skip ?  and the transient load detector. figure 66. load transient during soft ? skip  v sskip v fb the output of the soft ? skip ?  comparator is or ? ed with the pwm comparator output to control the duty ratio. the soft ? skip ?  comparator controls the duty ratio in skip mode and the pwm comparator controls the duty cycle during normal operation. in skip mode, the non ? inverting input of the soft ? skip ?  comparator exceeds 4  v, disabling the drivers. as the fb voltage increases, the voltage at the non ? inverting input is ramp down from 4 v to 0.2 v to enable the drivers. multiplier and reference generator the ncp1652 uses a multiplier to regulate the average output power of the converter. this controller uses a proprietary concept for the multiplier used within the reference generator. this innovative design allows greatly improved accuracy compared to a conventional linear analog multiplier. the multiplier uses a pwm switching circuit to create a scalable output signal, with a very well defined gain. the output of the multiplier is the ac-reference signal. the ac-reference signal is used to shape the input current. the multiplier  has three inputs, the error signal from an external error amplifier (v fb ), the full wave rectified ac input (ac_in) and the feedforward input (v ff ). the fb signal from an external error amplifier circuit is applied  to the v fb  pin via an optocoupler or other isolation circuit. the fb voltage is converted to a current with a v-i

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 28 converter. there is no error in the output signal due to the series rectifier as shown in figure 67. the scaled version of the full wave rectified input ac wave is applied to the ac_in pin by means of a resistive voltage divider. the multiplier ramp  is generated by comparing the scaled line voltage to the oscillator ramp with the ac_in comparator. the current signal from the v-i converter is factored by the ac_in comparator output. the resulting signal is filtered by the low pass r-c filter on the cm pin. the low pass filter removes the high frequency content. the gain of the multiplier is determined by  the v-i converter, the resistor on the cm pin, and  the peak and valley voltages of the oscillator sawtooth ramp. ac in ? + multiplier v ? to ? i fb cm square divide ac_ref oscillator figure 67. reference generator v ac_ref  k  v fb  v ac_in v ff 2 v ff 2 v ff the third input to the  reference  generator is the v ff  signal. the v ff  signal is a dc voltage proportional to the ac line voltage. a  resistive voltage divider attenuates the full wave rectified line voltage between 0.7 and 5.0 v. the full wave rectified line is then averaged with a capacitor. the ac average  voltage must be constant over each half cycle of the line. line voltage ripple (120 hz or 100 hz) ripple on the v ff  signal adds ripple to the output of the multiplier. this will distort the ac reference signal and reduce the power factor and increase the line current distortion. excessive filtering delays the feedforward signal reducing the line transient response. a good starting point is to set the filter time constant to one cycle of the line voltage. the user can then optimize the filter for line transient response versus power factor. the average voltage on the v ff  pin is: v ff  2  vac 2   (eq. 7) where,    is the voltage divider ratio, normally 0.01. v ac_ref  v fb  v ac_in v ff 2  k (eq. 8) the multiplier transfer function is given by equation 8. the output of the multiplier is the ac_ref. it connects to the ac error amplifier. where, k  is the reference generator gain, typically 0.55. the output of  the reference generator is clamped at 4.5 v to limit the maximum output power. feedforward maintains a constant input power independent of the line voltage. that is, for a given fb voltage, if the line voltage doubles (ac_in), the feedforward term quadruples and reduces the output of the error amplifier in half to maintain the same input power. ac error amplifier compensation a pole-zero pair is created by placing a series combination of r comp  and c comp  at the output of the ac error amplifier (ea). the value of the compensation components is

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 29 dependent of  the average input current and the instantaneous switch  current. the gain of the average input current or slow loop is given by equation 9. a lf  	 r iavg 4k 
  	 gm  r ac_comp 
  ( 2.286 ) (eq. 9) the low frequency gain is the product of the current sense averaging circuit, the transconductance amplifier and the gain of the ac error amplifier. a current proportional to the instantaneous current is generated  using a 4 k   resistor in the current sense amplifier input. this proportional current is applied to a 21.33 k   at the pwm comparator input to generate a current sense voltage  signal. the high frequency or  fast loop gain, a hf , is calculated using equation 10. a hf  21.33k 4k  5.333 (eq. 10) equation 11  shows system stability requirements. that is, the low frequency gain has to be less than one half of the high frequency gain. 	 r iavg 4k 
  	 gm  r ac_comp 
  (2.286)  5.333 2 (eq. 11) equation 12 is obtained by re-arranging equation 11 for r ac_comp . this equation provides the maximum value for r ac_comp . r ac_comp  4666 r iavg  gm (eq. 12) the control loop zero,  f z , is calculated using equation 13. the control loop zero should be set at approximately at 1/10 th  of the oscillator frequency,  f osc . the compensation capacitor is calculated using equation 14. f z  1 2   c ac_comp  r ac_comp (eq. 13) c ac_comp  1 2   f osc 10  r ac_comp (eq. 14) current sense resistor the pfc stage has two control loops. the first loop controls the average input current and the second loop controls the instantaneous current across the main switch. the current sense signal affects both loops. the current sense signal is fed into the positive input of the error amplifier to control the average input current. in addition, the current sense information together with the ramp compensation and error amplifier signal control the instantaneous primary peak current. the primary peak current, i pk , is calculated using equation 15, i pk  2   p out   v in(ll)  d 
 v in(ll)  t on 0.88  2  l p (eq. 15) where, v in(ll)  is the low line ac input voltage, d is the duty ratio, p out  is the output power, p in  is the input power,    is the efficiency, l p  is the primary inductance and t on  is the on time. typical efficiency for this topology is around 88%. the current sense resistor is selected to achieve maximum signal resolution at the input of the ac reference amplifier. the maximum voltage input of the ac reference amplifier to prevent saturation is 4.5 v. this together with the instantaneous peak current is used to calculate the current sense resistor, r cs , using equation 16. r cs  4.5 4k  	 v in(ll)  d 
 r iavg  p in  2  (eq. 16) ramp compensation subharmonic oscillations are observed in peak current-mode controllers operating in continuous conduction mode with a duty ratio greater than 50%. injecting a compensation ramp on the current sense signal eliminates the subharmonic oscillations. the amount of compensation is system dependent and it is determined by the inductor falling di/dt. the ncp1652 has built  in ramp compensa tion to  facilitate system design. the amount of  ramp compensation is set by the user with a resistor, r rcomp , between the ramp comp pin and ground. the ramp comp pin buffers the oscillator ramp generated on the c t  pin. the current across r rcomp is internally mirrored with a 1:1.2 ratio. the inverted ac error amplifier and the instantaneous switch current signals are added to the ramp compensation mirrored current. the resulting current signal is applied to an internal 21.33 k  between the pwm comparator non inverting input and ground as shown in figure 64. the maximum voltage contribution of the ramp compensation  signal to the error signal, v rcomp , is given by equation 17. v rcomp  ( 1.2 )  	 v ct(peak) 
  ( 21.33k ) r rcomp  102.38k r rcomp (eq. 17) where, v ct(peak)  is the oscillator ramp peak voltage, typically 4.0 v. for proper ramp compensation, the ramp signal should match  the falling di/dt (which has been converted to a dv/dt) of the inductor at 50% duty cycle. both the falling di/dt and output  voltage need to be reflected by the transformer turns ratio to the primary side. equations 18 through 23 assist in the derivation of equations for r cs  and r comp . di dt secondary  v out l s  v out l p  	 n p n s 
 2 (eq. 18) di dt primary  di dt secondary  n s n p  v out l p n p n s (eq. 19)

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 30 v rcomp  di dt primary  t  r cs  a hf (eq. 20) r cs  n s n p  l p  102.38k t  a hf  v out  r rcomp (eq. 21) at low line and full load, the output of the ac error amplifier  output is nearly saturated in a  low state. while the ac error amplifier output is saturated, i acea  is zero and does not contribute to the voltage across the internal 21.33 k  resistor on  the pwm comparator non-inverting  input. in this operation mode, the voltage across the 21.33 k   resistor is determined solely by the ramp compensation and the instantaneous switch current as given by equation 22. v ref(pwm)  	 v rcomp  t on t 
 
 v inst (eq. 22) the voltage reference of the pwm comparator, v ref(pwm) , is 4 v. for these calculations, 3.8 v is used to provide some margin. the maximum instantaneous switch current voltage contribution, v inst , is given by equation 23. v inst  i pk  r cs  a hf (eq. 23) substituting equation 23 in equation 22,  setting v ref(pwm)  at 3.8 v (provides margin) and solving for r rcomp,  equation 24 is obtained. r rcomp  102.38k 	 3.8  5.333  i pk  r cs 
  t on t (eq. 24) replacing equation 24 in equation 21 we obtain: r cs  3.8 	 n p n s  a hf  v out  t on l p 
 
 5.333 i pk (eq. 25) pwm logic the pwm and logic circuits are comprised of a pwm comparator, an rs flip-flop (latch) and an or gate. the latch is set dominant which means that if both r and s are high the s signal will dominate and q will be high, which will hold the power switch off. the ncp1652 uses a pulse width modulation scheme based on a fixed frequency oscillator. the oscillator generates a  voltage ramp as well as a pulse in sync with the falling edge of the ramp. the pulse is an input to the pwm logic  and driver block. while the oscillator pulse is present, the latch is reset, and the output drive is in its low state. on the falling edge of the pulse, the outa goes high and the power switch begins conduction. the instantaneous inductor current is summed with a current  proportional to the ac error amplifier output voltage. this complex waveform is compared to the 4 v reference signal on the pwm comparator inverting input. when the signal at the non-inverting input to the pwm comparator exceeds 4 v, the output of the pwm comparator toggles to a high state which drives the set input of the latch and turns the power switch off until the next clock cycle. brown ? out the ncp1652 incorporates a brown ? out detection circuit to prevent the controller operate at low ac line voltages and reduce stress in power components. a scaled version of the rectified line  voltage is applied to the vff pin by means of a resistor divider. this voltage is used by the brown out detector. a brown ? out condition exists if the feedforward voltage is below the brown ? out exit threshold, v bo(high) , typically 0.45 v.  the brown ? out detector has 180 mv hysteresis. the controller is enabled once v ff  is above 0.63 v and v cc reaches v cc(on) . outb is the last drive pulse. figure 68 shows  the relationship between  the brown ? out, v cc , outa and outb signals.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 31 t t t t outa outb v bo(low) v bo(high) v cc(off) v cc(on) v cc v ff brown ? out last outb pulase figure 68. relationship between the brown ? out, v cc , outa and outb latch ? off s r q blanking reset latch ? + v latch(high) ? + vdd ovp comparator otp comparator i latch(shdn) i latch(clamp) + + vaux or vcc ntc figure 69.  t latch(delay) v latch(low) v latch(clamp) latch input the ncp1652 has a dedicated latch input to easily latch the controller during overtemperature and overvoltage faults (see figure 69). the controller is latched if the latch ? off pin voltage is pulled below 1 v or above 6.5 v. once  the controller is  latched, outa is disabled and outb generates a final pulse that ends with the oscillator period. no more pulses are generated after outb is terminated. figure 70 shows the relationship between the latch ? off, v cc , outa and outb signals.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 32 t t t t figure 70. relationship between the latch ? off, v cc , outa and outb outa outb v latch(high) v latch(low) v cc(off) v cc(on) v cc latch ? off latch ? off last outb pulase latch ? off the latch ? off pin is clamped at 3.5 v. a 50    a (typical) pull ? up current source is always on and a 100    a (typical) pull ? down  current source is enabled once the latch ? off pin voltage reaches 3.5 v (typical). this effectively clamps the latch ? off pin voltage at 3.5 v. a minimum pull ? up or pull ? down current of 50   a is required to overcome the internal current sources and latch the controller. the latch ? off input features a 50    s (typical) filter to prevent latching the controller due to noise or a line surge event. the startup circuit continues to cycle v cc  between v cc(on)  and v cc(off)  while the controller is in latch mode. the controller exits the latch mode once power to the system is removed and v cc  drops below v cc(reset) . application information on semiconductor provides an electronic design tool, facilitate design of the ncp1652 and reduce development cycle time. the design tool can be downloaded at www.onsemi.com. the electronic design tool allows the user to easily determine most of the system parameters of a single pfc stage the tool evaluates the power stage as well as the frequency response of the system. ordering information device package shipping ? ncp1652dwr2g so ? 20 wb (pb ? free) 1000 / tape & reel ncp1652dr2g so ? 16 (pb ? free) 2500 / tape & reel NCP1652Adr2g so ? 16 (pb ? free) 2500 / tape & reel ?for information on tape and reel specifications, including part orientation and tape sizes, please refer to our tape and reel  packaging specifications brochure, brd8011/d.

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 33 package dimensions 20 1 11 10 b 20x h 10x c l 18x a1 a seating plane  h x 45  e d m 0.25 m b m 0.25 s a s b t e t b a dim min max millimeters a 2.35 2.65 a1 0.10 0.25 b 0.35 0.49 c 0.23 0.32 d 12.65 12.95 e 7.40 7.60 e 1.27 bsc h 10.05 10.55 h 0.25 0.75 l 0.50 0.90  0   7   notes: 1. dimensions are in millimeters. 2. interpret dimensions and tolerances per asme y14.5m, 1994. 3. dimensions d and e do not include mold protrusion. 4. maximum mold protrusion 0.15 per side. 5. dimension b does not include dambar protrusion. allowable protrusion shall be 0.13 total in excess of b dimension at maximum material condition.  so ? 20 wb case 751d ? 05 issue g

 ncp1652, NCP1652A http://onsemi.com 34 package dimensions soic ? 16 case 751b ? 05 issue k notes: 1. dimensioning and tolerancing per ansi y14.5m, 1982. 2. controlling dimension: millimeter. 3. dimensions a and b do not include mold protrusion. 4. maximum mold protrusion 0.15 (0.006) per side. 5. dimension d does not include dambar protrusion.  allowable dambar protrusion shall be 0.127 (0.005) total in excess of the d dimension at maximum material condition. 18 16 9 seating plane f j m r x 45  g 8 pl p ? b ? ? a ? m 0.25 (0.010) b s ? t ? d k c 16 pl s b m 0.25 (0.010) a s t dim min max min max inches millimeters a 9.80 10.00 0.386 0.393 b 3.80 4.00 0.150 0.157 c 1.35 1.75 0.054 0.068 d 0.35 0.49 0.014 0.019 f 0.40 1.25 0.016 0.049 g 1.27 bsc 0.050 bsc j 0.19 0.25 0.008 0.009 k 0.10 0.25 0.004 0.009 m 0   7   0   7   p 5.80 6.20 0.229 0.244 r 0.25 0.50 0.010 0.019  6.40 16x 0.58 16x 1.12 1.27 dimensions: millimeters 1 pitch soldering footprint 16 89 8x on semiconductor  and          are registered trademarks of semiconductor components industries, llc (scillc).  scillc reserves the right to mak e changes without further notice to any products herein.  scillc makes no warranty,  representation or guarantee regarding the suitability of its products for an y particular purpose, nor does scillc assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability, including wi thout limitation special, consequential or incidental damages. ?typical? parameters which may be provided in scillc data sheets and/or specifications can and do vary in different application s and actual performance may vary over time.  all operating  parameters, including ?typicals? must be validated for each customer  application by customer?s technical experts.  scillc does  not convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.  scillc products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as components in systems intended  for surgical implant into the body, or other applications intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of the scillc product could create a sit uation where personal injury or death may occur.  should buyer  purchase or use scillc products for any such unintended or unauthorized application, buyer shall indemnify and hold scillc and  its of ficers, employees, subsidiaries, af filiates, and distributors harmless against all claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of, direct ly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that scillc was negligent regarding the design  or manufacture of the part.  scillc is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.  this literature is subject to all applicable copyright laws and is not for resale in  any manner. publication ordering information n. american technical support : 800 ? 282 ? 9855 toll free usa/canada europe, middle east and africa technical support: phone: 421 33 790 2910 japan customer focus center phone: 81 ? 3 ? 5773 ? 3850 ncp1652/d the products described herein (ncp1652), may be covered by one or more of the following u.s. patents; 6,373,734. there may be o ther patents pending. literature fulfillment : literature distribution center for on semiconductor p.o. box 5163, denver, colorado 80217 usa phone : 303 ? 675 ? 2175 or 800 ? 344 ? 3860 toll free usa/canada fax : 303 ? 675 ? 2176 or 800 ? 344 ? 3867   toll free usa/canada email : orderlit@onsemi.com on semiconductor website :  www.onsemi.com order literature : http://www.onsemi.com/orderlit for additional information, please contact your local sales representative
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